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We apply the borg algorithm to the Sloan Digital Sky Survey Data Release 7 main sample galaxies.
The method results in the physical inference of the initial density field at a scale factor a = 10−3,
evolving gravitationally to the observed density field at a scale factor a = 1, and provides an
accurate quantification of corresponding uncertainties. Building upon these results, we generate a
set of constrained realizations of the present large-scale dark matter distribution. As a physical
illustration, we apply a void identification algorithm to them. In this fashion, we access voids
defined by the inferred dark matter field, not by galaxies, greatly alleviating the issues due to the
sparsity and bias of tracers. In addition, the use of full-scale physical density fields yields a drastic
reduction of statistical uncertainty in void catalogs. These new catalogs are enhanced data sets for
cross-correlation with other cosmological probes.
I. BAYESIAN PHYSICAL INFERENCE OF THE
INITIAL CONDITIONS
We apply [1] the full-scale Bayesian inference code
borg (Bayesian Origin Reconstruction from Gala-
xies, [2]) to the galaxies of the Sample dr72 of the New
York University Value Added Catalogue (NYU-VAGC 1),
based on the final data release (DR7) of the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS). The physical model for gravitational
dynamics is second-order Lagrangian perturbation the-
ory (2LPT), linking initial density fields (a = 10−3) to
the presently observed large-scale structure, in the linear
and mildly non-linear regime. The algorithm explores
numerically the posterior distribution by sampling the
joint distribution of all parameters involved, via efficient
Hamiltonian Markov Chain Monte Carlo (HMC) dyna-
mics.
Each sample (Fig. 1, upper panel) is a “possible ver-
sion of the truth” in the form of a full physical realization
of dark matter particles, tracing both the density and the
velocity fields. The variation between samples (Fig. 1,
lower panel) quantifies joint and correlated uncertainties
(survey geometry, selection effects, biases, noise) inherent
to any cosmological observation.
II. DATA-CONTRAINED REALIZATIONS OF
THE UNIVERSE
We generate [3] a set of data-constrained realizations of
the present large-scale structure (Fig. 2): some samples
of inferred primordial conditions are evolved with 2LPT
to z = 69, then with a fully non-linear cosmological sim-
ulation (using gadget-2, [4]) from z = 69 to z = 0.
A dynamic, non-linear physical model naturally intro-
duces some correlations between the constrained and un-
constrained parts, which yields reliable extrapolations for
certain aspects of the model that have not yet been cons-
trained by the data (e.g. near the survey boundaries or
at high redshift).
III. DARK MATTER VOIDS IN THE SDSS
GALAXY SURVEY
We apply [3] vide (the Void IDentification and Exa-
mination toolkit, [5] 2) to the constrained parts of these
realizations. The void finder is a modified version of
zobov [6] that uses Voronoi tessellations of the tracer
particles to estimate the density field and a watershed
algorithm to group Voronoi cells into voids.
We find physical cosmic voids in the field traced by
the dark matter particles, probing a level deeper in the
mass distribution hierarchy than galaxies, and greatly
alleviating the bias problem for cosmological interpreta-
tion of final results. Due to the high density of tracers,
we find about an order of magnitude more voids at all
scales than the voids directly traced by the SDSS galaxies
(Fig. 3, left panel), which sample the underlying mass
distribution only sparsely [7]. Our inference framework
therefore yields a drastic reduction of statistical uncer-
tainty in voids catalogs. For usual voids statistics such
as radial density profiles of stacked voids (observed in
simulations to be of universal character, e.g. [8]), the re-
sults we obtain are consistent with N -body simulations
prepared with the same setup (Fig. 3, right panel).
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FIG. 1. Bayesian large-scale structure inference with borg. Upper panel: slices through one sample of the posterior for the
initial (left) and final (center) density fields. Lower panel: posterior mean in the initial (left) and final (center) conditions,
compared to the input data (right).
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FIG. 2. Non-linear filtering of borg results. Slices through one sample of initial (left panel) and final density fields (middle
panel) inferred by borg. The final density field (middle panel) is a prediction of the 2LPT model used by borg. On the right
panel, a slice through the data-constrained realization obtained with the same sample via non-linear filtering (fully non-linear
gravitational structure formation starting from the same initial conditions) is shown.
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FIG. 3. Left panel: void number count in 11 borg reconstructions (blue), compared to the voids found in N -body simulations
prepared with the same setup (green) and to the voids directly traced by the SDSS galaxies (red and purple). Right panel:
density profile for stacked voids of radius between 20 and 25 Mpc/h in the same void catalogs.
